A method linking statistics and knowledge engineering for making medical consulting systems. A medical consulting system for electric response audiometry through auditory slow vertex response.
There are two methods of making medical consulting systems: the statistical method and the knowledge engineering method. Since both of these methods seem to be very different from each other, they have been recognized and applied separately. We contend, however, that a combination of statistics and knowledge engineering is a more effective and suitable way to create a medical consulting system than is the use of either method alone. In order to justify this contention, we created a medical consulting system, AUTSVR-V1.1, which detects auditory slow vertex responses (SVR) through observing and identifying background activities of the electroencephalogram (EEG) automatically during measurement of SVRs for the purpose of objective electric response audiometry (ERA), and compared it with AUTSVR-V1.0, which depends on statistics only.